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AN NNTRD FUNCTION SHARING A POLYNOMIAL wITH LINEAIR DIFFERENTIAL POLYNOMIALS 

GuurAN IkUMAR GHUN 

AwTRAUr. The uiquunoss problens oa entire funetions sharing at least two valuus with thoir durivativuw or lincar differential polynomials bae been studied and many rosultu on this topic have boen obtai sed. ln ths puper, ww study an entiru function f() that sharus a nonzero pulynum.al a() with f(3). together with its linuar differentisl polynomiais of the lorm L wm L/) ai(2)f() (=)+az(2)f(2) (:) + *+ dn,(:)f(^}(:). where tbe cooflicients uk()(& a 1,2,...,n) rv ratioual functious and un(2) # 0. 

1. Introduetlon, doinitions and results 

Ia the paper, by ineronorphic functions wo shall always uvan uneromorphic 
functions in the complex plane C. We adopt the standard notatioas of the 
Nevaninna theory of meronorphic functions as explained in (2). I: wil be 
convenient to let E denote any set of positive real numbers of inite inear 
measure, not necessarily the sane at each occurrence. For a non-vstant 
neronotphic function h, we denote by T(r, h) any quantity satisfyug Sir.h) = 
o{T(T, h)} as r - 0 and r E. 

Let f and g be two nonconstant meromorphice functions and let a be a sual 
function of f. We denote by E(a:f) the set of a-points of . where each poiat 
is counted according its multiplicity. We denote by E(a, /) the rdud foru 

of E(a; f). We say that f. g shure a CM, provided that E(a. f) = E(a. g). and 

we say that f and g share a IM, provided that E(a, f) E(a.g). In addition. 
we say that f and g share oo CM, if } and share 0 CM, and we say that ! 

shure 0 IM. 
In 1977, L. A. Rubel and C. C. Yang (8] ft investigatad tlhe uniqueus of 

entire functions, which share certain values vith ther derivatives The tolow 

iag is the result of Rubel and Yany (8]. 
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and g shure oo IM, if and 
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